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Dean of Student Affairs,
Walter Cox, has released
changes to the present Class
Attendance Regulations now
in effect. These changes will
be put into effect immediate- Informal initiation is being
ly and will be enforced for held this week for new members
of Phi Psi, honorary professional
the rest of the semester.

Phi Psi Holds
Initiation For
New Members

textile organization. The new
members are: Albert B. Blanton,
Jr., textile manufacturing senior from Forest City, N. C;
James W. Brannen, textile manufacturing senior from Whitmire; James W. BridwelL textile manufacturing senior from
Lyman; Richard A. McClelland,
textile engineering junior from
Spartanburg; Curtis R. Maxwell, textile manufacturing senior from Greenville; David R.
Meyers, textile engineering senior from Hinsdale, Illinois; Guy
D. Moulton, textile chemistry senior from Ridgewood, New Jersey; Edward F. Duryea, III, textile manufacturing junior from
Clemson; Jimmy D. Smith, textile manufacturing senior from
Liberty; Billy R. Spencer, textile
manufacturing senior
from
Greenwood; Ad N. Stall, Jr., textile manufacturing junior from
Greenville; and Ansel C. Sutherland, textile manufacturing
senior from Pendleton.
At the next meeting of the
club, on Monday, December 12,
at 6:30 p. m., the new members
will be formally initiated, and
plans will be discussed for a banquet to be held in the near future.

Christmas Dance
Planned By Club

The Abbeville - McCormick
County Clemson Club held a regular meeting on Thursday night,
December 1, in the Student Center. Oliver Erwin, president,
presided over the meeting.
At this meeting plans for the
annual Christmas Dance were
completed. It was decided that
the dance will be held on December 26, in the Abbeville
Armory, with music by Clarence
Peeler and his "Starcrusters.
This dance is the only function
which this club sponsors.
The dance is open to the pub
lie with tickets at $3.00 per cou
pie. A few other items of busiThe Tiger Brotherhood held a ness were discussed, and the
business meeting on Tuesday meeting was adjourned. „
night, December 6. Plans were
discussed for the final effort to
collect toys in the dining hall, to
The Tiger Brotherhood will
be distributed before Christmas receive toys for the last time
at a party to be given by the this year at the doors of the
Brotherhood.
dining hall on the evening of
Also, plans were begun for a Monday night, December 12.
Founders' Night, to be held ear- It is hoped that persons going
ly in the new year in honor of home for the week-end will
the Charter Members of Tiger remember to bring the toys
Brotherhood, and a few consti- back with them. Cash donatutional changes were approved tions will be accepted also.

Tiger Brotherhood
Discusses Plans

NOTICE

FINANCIAL STATEMENT
CENTRAL DANCE ASSOCIATION
HOMECOMING SERIES
November 11 and 12,1955
RECEIPTS
Ticket Sales
. 297 Block (Fri. & Sat.) at $6.00
$1,782.00
66 Friday at
3.50
231.00
5 Friday Stag at3.00
15.00
451 Saturday at
4.00
1,804.00
114 Saturday Stag at
3.50
399.00
Total Ticket Sales
Placing
Photography
Block "C"

_$4,231.00
_ 103.00
15.00
_
15.00

The new members of Phi Kappa Phi are pic- enteen students were initiated into the honor
tured immediately after initiation ceremonies society. (TIGER photo by Billy Alford.)
at the Clemson House last Friday night. Sev-

Pershing Rifles
Convention Held
During the week-end of December 2-4, Clemson College
played host to the Fourth Regiment of the National Society of
Pershing Rifles for its annual
regimental convention.
Attending the convention
were delegates from the University of Alamaba, East ennessee State College, Furman
University, The University of
Georgia-Atlanta Division, and
The University of Miami.
The convention opened with
an informal banquet held in th
Purple Room of the Clemr
House. Short talks were made
by Col. G. A. Douglas, the PMS
& T, Major E. L. Moore, advisor
to the Fourth Regimental Headquarters, and Capt. P. Taylor,
advisor to Company C-4 of
Clemson. Entertainment at the
local theatre followed.
Saturday morning, Co C-4 put
on a fancy drill exhibition and a
business meeting was conducted.
During the business meeting
a Regimental Financial Report
was given by Lynn A. Hendricks. the regimental finance
officer. Reports on the various duties of the staff officers
and their respective staff sections were given.
A question and answer period
was held for the benefit of the
company officers attending the
convention.
A tour of the Clemson campus high-lighted the afternoon's
activities.
A combo from the Jungleers
Dance Orchestra furnished music
for a dance which climaxed the
activities of the convention.

Cox Speaks At
Poetry Meeting
A discussion on "The Renaissance of Poetry in Charleston
1920-30" by Professor H. Morris
Coxx of Clemson College was
heard by the Poetry Society ol
South Carolina at their meeting
Wednesday night, December 7.
The meeting was held at the
Grace Protestant Episcopal
Church parish house, in Charleston.
Professor Cox is a native of
Mount Olive, North Carolina,
and received his bachelor and
master's degrees from Duke University. Mr. Cox has been a
member of the English departmen at Clemson ever since he
received his master's degree, except for a few years out during
the war and while he did more
graduate work.

Ceramic Society
To Hear Speaker

The Student Chapter of American
Ceramic Society will hold
Total
-$4,364.00
a very important meeting TuesLong
2.00
day night, December 13.
Total Receipts
_$4,366.00
The first part of the program
DISBURSEMENTS
will consist of a joint meeting
with the Chemical Engineering
Orchestra RALPH MARTERIE
$3,000.00
Society to hear a speech by
Chaperones
45.00
George Megar, on automation.
Guards
38.00
After the joint meeting the
Maids
4.00
Ceramic Society will have an
urgent business meeting, in
Labor (moving tables, etc., Dining Hall) 114.71
which a new president will be
Advertising and Printing
56.28
elected to replace Harold HowPhotography
.
.
29.33
ard, who is graduating in FebRepairs to broken dining hall chair
7.90
ruary. Also, plans will be made
for the student speaking contest,
Queen's Bouquet
5.15
the engineering fair, and a party
23.82
Refreshments
for the Society.
. Decorations
46.86
All members are urged to attend.
Federal Admission Taxes
379.89

Total Expenditures

.$3,750.94

NET GAIN
_$ 615.06
Ticket stubs and unsold tickets balanced with
tickets printed except 1 block ticket short.
This statement has been prepared in the Office
of the Comptroller.
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Woody Herman's
Band To Play For
Midwinters Ball

Changes Made
In Class Cuts

The change deals with paragraph 5 of the class attendance
regulations which reads:
"Any student who accumulates absences, whether officially excused or not, which
are the equivalent of three
weeks in any course, shall ordinarily be considered as having: cut excessively and be
dropped from the course as
outlined in (4a) above, e. g.
In a five hour math course
this would mean a maximum
of 15 absences per semester.
It has been changed to read:
For the current semester
any student who accumulates
absences, authorized or unauthorized, which are the equivalent of three weeks in any
course, shall ordinarily be
considered as bavins' cut excessively and shall be dropped
from the course as outlined in
. (4a) above if the last cut
taken to bring him to - this
equivalent is unauthorized,
eg. In a three hour English
course this would mean that
the ninth (9th) absence, if unauthorized, would be cause for
a recommendation that the
student be dropped.
The Education council authorized a special committee to be
chosen from members of the
faculty to review the present
regulations and consider possible
changes for second semester of
the "present school year.
The current change says that
the ninth cut in a class must be
authorized and students may secure authorized cuts for school
■ affairs after the ninth cut.

South Carolina's Oldest

NOTICE
The North Carolina-Clemson fraternity will hold its
Christmas Dance on December
22, 1955, at eight o'clock in the
Fireman's Hall, Charlotte, N.
C. The admission is S2.00 stag
or drag. The public is cordially
invited.

Phi Kappa Phi, Honor Society,,
Initiates Seventeen At Banquet
Seven Officers
Delegates To
NSA Convention
Seven students will represent
Clemson at the National Student
Association
Conference
in
Lynchburg, Virginia, on December 8-11. The theme of the conference will be "Student's Role
in World Affairs."
The seven representatives will
be Jimmy Humphries, president
of the Student Body; Connie
Faucette, vice-president of the
Student Body; Newt Stall, president of the Junior Class; Barney
Austin, president of the Sophomore Class; Bobby Erwin, president of the Freshman Class; Joe
Taylor, vice-president of the
Senior Class; and Bill Hood, representative of the "Tiger".
This trip is being made possible for these representatives by
the college. The group hopes to
gain ideas from other campuses
for improvements to the Clemson campus. They also hope to
determine if it will be to the
benefit of the Student Body to
join the National Student Association, an organization of student governments.

Girls To Help
BSU With Annual
Caroling Tour
Girls, girls, and more girls!
That's exactly what will be at
the B. S. U.'s annual Christmas
Caroling party next Wednesday,
December 13. Girls have been
invited from Lander College, Anderson College, and both the
Greenville and Anderson Nurses'
homes. They will all convene at
the Baptist Church at 6:15 that
evening for a night of fun, fellowship, and serenading.
Many a home in the Clemson vicinity will enjoy these
carols, for the party will divide into nine groups, thus
covering a greater territory
in less time. All groups will
return to the church after the
tour for refreshments. Refreshments will also be served
in some of the town homes
during the tour.
Arrangements for the rJarty
are being handled by Jimmy
Ballew, Social Vice President on
the Executive B. S. U. council
Although sponsored by the Baptist "Student Union, students from
all denominations and affiliations will be welcome. Mrs. L.
D. Malphrus will arrange and
supervise the serving of refreshments.

Dr. Brown Attends
Advisory Meeting
For Textile School
Dr. Hugh M. Brown will attend the meeting of the Technical Sub-committee of the Cotton
and Cottonseed Advisory Committee as the representative of
the textile schools. The Technical Sub-Committee consists of
representatives from the Department of Agriculture, State
Experimental Stations, National
Cotton Council, Textile Schools
and cotton research agencies.
The members of the Technical Sub-Committee will discuss
the various research projects,
pertaining to the utilization of
cotton, that may be set up under
the United States Department of
Agriculture.
This meeting will take place
in New Orleans, Louisiana, December 6th., 7th., and 8th.

The Clemson College Chapter
of Phi Kappa Phi initiated 17
new members into the fraternity
Friday, December 2.
Phi Kappa Phi is an honor society whose purpose is to recognize outstanding scholarship
among college seniors and second-semester juniors. Less than
ten per cent of the students who
graduate from college are able
to qualify for membership in
this organization.
The following new members
were initiated: Donald B. Anthony, poultry husbandry major of Travelers Rest; Lawrence
O. Bragg, textile manufacturing major of Enoree; Thomas
E. Cunningham, architecture
major of Greenville; Andrew
M. Faucette, arts and science
major of Columbia; John R.
Gause, electrical engineering
major of Myrtle Beach; Herbert L. Gibson, mechanical engineering major of Clemson;
Lynn A. Hendricks, textile
engineering major of W. Columbia; Harold B. Howard,
ceramic engineering major of
Taylors; and Marion C. McGarity, architecture major of
Spartanburg.
Also, William E. Mahon, architecture major of Greenville;
Bobby A. Painter, textile manufacturing major of Arcadia; Alfred H. Pitts, animal husbandry
major of Fort Motte; William B.
RawL mechanical engineering
major of Spartanburg; Wayland
H. Riggins, architectural engineering major of Greenville;
Robert R. Smith, electrical engineering major of Brevard, N.
C, Watt E. Smith, agricultural
engineering major of Rowesville; and Hal D. Stribling, mechanical engineering major of
Clemson.
Following the initiation ceremony and business meeting the
members of the chapter had
their annual fall banquet in the
Gold Room of the Clemson
House, after which they were
addressed by Dr. Waldron Bolen,
Professor of History and Government.

The Central Dance Association in accordance with iti
desire to bring big name
bands to the Clemson campus, has announced that
Woody Herman and hit
The student body will have a Third Herd will play for the
second chance to vote for the Midwinters Dance.

Student Body To Be Given
Chance To Vote On Changes
Judging Team
Places High
In Contest
Clemson's livestock judging
team was one of the few from
the South to place among the
top twenty in the Intercollegiate
Livestock Judging Contest held
at the International Livestock
Exposition in Chicago last week.
Coached by Professor Dale
L. Handlin of the animal
husbandry department, the
Clemson team placed 10th in
hog judging and 16th in the
entire contest. Of the fortyfour teams entered from colleges in this country and Canada, Iowa State College placed
first, followed by Oklahoma
A. & M. and Purdue.
Members of the team, only in
its second year, are George W.
Bowen and James R. Hill of Abbeville, Albert H. Marshall of
Heath Springs, Robert C. McDaniel of Chester, James L.
Smith of McCormick with John
G. Alexander of Fairforest as alternate.
While on the trip members of
the team visited the Universities
of Illinois, Kentucky, and Tennessee' and Purdue University
Calumet Racing Farms, the Museum of Science and Industry,
Swift Packing Company and the
International Livestock Show.
At the show they saw some of
the world's outstanding livestock
and livestock breeders, feeders,
showmen and judges in action.

Two Instructors
Commended For
Summer Camp

Major W. E. Nygard has been
commended for his performance
at the 1955 Signal Corps ROTC
summer camp at Camp Gordon.
Col. N. C. Angel, Deputy Camp
Commander, stated, "I take great
pleasure in commending you
for the outstanding manner in
which you performed . . . Your
services were extremely valuable to the camp and to the Signal Corps."
Capt. R. E. Davis was also
cammended by Col. Angel who
stated, "Your keen understanding of the problems involved in
training, evaluation, and its attendant administration have
been a valuable asset to the conduct of the summer camp . . .
please accept my thanks for a
job well done."
Maj. Nygard and Capt. Davis
The annual Christmas Concert are both ROTC instructors fa
presented by the Clemson Col- the military department.
lege Glee Club will be held December 19 at 8:00 p. m.
The concert will be held in the
Food Industries Auditorium of
the New Agricultural Center
which seats 500 people. This
will be one of the first public
programs presented in the new
auditorium.
The Senior Lifesaving Course
The program by the sixty- at the YMCA got under way
voice Glee Club and a Wo- Monday night with twenty-two
men's Ensemble will last ap- boys showing up for the first
proximately one hour. Includ- class in the two-week course of
ed in the program will be tra- instruction. The class is meetditional music, selections fro# ing on Monday, Tuesday, Wedmasters, little known selections nesday, and Thursday nights at
of music, and selections from 7:00 o'clock and will run through
other countries and colonial Thursday night, December 15.
America.
The last meeting of the group
On December 15 the Glee Club will be for the purpose of writwill present a vesper program of ten examination.
This course is being taught by
Christmas music at Anderson
College. The Club will be guests Charlie Lucas, who is authorized
of the college at the banquet fol- by the American Red Cross to
teach Senior Life Saving, and
lowing the program.
The Glee Club made its initial his assistants. All those passing
appearance this season at the the course will be given the Red
Maid of Cotton Contest held in Cross Senior Life Saving Card.
Attendance at all the classes is
October.
necessary for a passing grade,
in order to meet the Red Cross'
minimum hourly requirements
Delta Sigma Nu, pre medical for the course, in addition to
fraternity, will take part in having a passing grade on the
the annual Christmas Seal sale written exam.
by going around to the individual dormitory rooms Thursday, December 15, to receive
Day students may pick up
contributions. Everyone is urga copy of the Blue Key Died to support the Tuberculosis
rectory at the Dormitory ManAssociation by contributing at
this time.
ager's Office.

Glee Club Plans
Holiday Program

Red Cross Senior
Lifesaving Course
Given To Students

constitutional changes proposed
by the Student Assembly recently. A recommendation was passed by the Student Assembly for
a new voting plan to be used.
Freshmen and sophomores
will vote on the constitutional
changes in theft1 English
classes, and the juniors and
seniors will vote at tables set
up on the Loggia.
There are ten proposed changes
to the constitution and they must
be passed by a two-thirds majority vote of the student body.
When the first vote was held
earlier in the year, less than
half of the student body turned ballots back in to the committee. The new plan should
eliminate failures of anyone
to vote.
These changes are needed in
the constitution to meet the
needs of a newer and bigger
school. The old articles have
become obsolete and the student
body should take enough interest
in their student government to
vote for the changes.
It was also reported that the
sum of five hundred and sixty
dollars is now in the Student
Loan Fund.
Details for the functioning of
the Loan Fund will probably be
released to the students next
week.

Block C Takes
In New Members

Several new members ■ were
recently received into the Block
'C Club. Those receiving the
Block 'C certificate were Grady
Jones, industrial management
sophomore, for baseball; Smith
Chance, textile manufacturing
sophomore, for track manager;
Don Quattlebaum, dairying sophomore, for track; Don Shealy,
education student, for baseball;
Bill Roberts, for track; Bill Davis, for track; Bob Spooner, for
track; Red Floyd, for track;
Charles Murphy, animal hus
bandry major, for track; Jim
O'Quinn, vocational agricultural
education major, for baseball;
Alva Dickens, agricultural engineering junior, for track manager; George Compton, mechanical engineering major, for baseball; and Eddie Andrews, civil
engineering student, for cheerleader.
Among the activities of the
Block "C" Club this year have
been selling flowers at the football games and checking coats at
dances, and they are planning a
dance in the near future. And
finally, the Club is planning an
award to be presented to their
most outstanding member.

NOTICE
All Clemson students possessing Clemson "Y" Membership cards will be admitted to
the "Y" movie free on next
Thursday and Friday, December 15 and 16.

The Midwinters Dance will be
held February 10 tnd 11 in the
college dining halL This date
has been changed from the 17th
and 18th of February. The
program will be about the same
as past dances with a formal
dance Friday night and informal
affair on Saturday night.
Woody Herman has been one
of the America's well known
dance bands for many years.
With blues adding a special significance to the orchestra, Herman's aggragation has remained
near the toy with little decline
in popularity.
Herman started playing the
saxophone at the age of nine and
when he was eleven took up the
study of clarinet. In 1936 he
took over Isham Jones orchestra
which formed the nucleus of hit
first herd. In 1939 he received
national recognition and was
on his way to the top.

Unitarians Show
Two Films Sunday
A Pictorial report of the Lower Souris Refuge in North Dakota, in color, will be shown
next Sunday, December 11, at S
p. m. in the Chemistry Auditorium of Clemson College, in
the second of a series of travel
and documentary films presented weekly as a community service by the Unitarian Fellowship
of Clemson.
In another reel, United States
Steel will tell a spectacular story
of one of the world's greatest
engineering achievements, the
construction of the 8-mile San
Francisco-Oakland Bay Bridge,
a feat which entailed the bridging of the largest navigable body
of water ever spanned, with the
deepest foundations ever undertaken.
With unusual shots of the
dances of the prairie chicken and
the grouse, as well as views of
other species of birds on the refuge, the Souris film explains the
reason for the establishment of
the National Wildlife Refuge
system. It is released by the
Fish and Wildlife Service of the
U. S. Department of the Interior.
These presentations are a continuation of a project .begun •
year ago by the Fellowship.
Showings this year begin at J
p. m. instead of at 3:30.

Reprint Ordered
For Coding's Book
The fifth revision of Colling'*
standard text on "Commercial
Fertilizers" which came off the
press in January 1955 has sold so
well that a reprint has already
become necessary. It was written by Dr. Gilbeart H. Collings,
Head, Department of Agronomy
at Clemson College.

NOTICE

NOTICE

New members of the YMCA cabinet are (left to right) John Turner of Marion; John Snoddy of Rockingham, N. C; William DuBose of Darlington; and Harry Green of Columbia, (TIGEB
photo by Bob Huey.)
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DON'T GET ME WRONG, BUT

Student Opinion Lacking
THE changes on the class attendance regulations have

Who Is Who? Comments Made On
Georgia Tech Student Bcdy Action

started and the changes should be complete by next
semester.

The present change that goes into effect im-

mediately is by no means a complete cure, but it is a good
start in the right direction.

By FRANK ANDERSON

At least a student can now

go on college sponsored trips and even get sick without

—WHO IS WHO AT CLEMSON?
In last week's edition of the TIGER it
was announced that seniors had been selected for the honor of Who's Who in
American Colleges and Universities. Looking down this list we found some of the
top leaders in the senior class. All of
these men have-contributed much to Clemson since their arrival their freshman
year. All of these men deserve our heartiest congratulations BUT what about the
men who should have made it and didn't?

fear of cutting out of class.
But one thing was very disappointing.

The student re-

action to last week's comments on the cut system was very
poor. Of course there was some talk among students
about it and some conclusions were reached.

There must

have been some opinion formed by the student body or
else the matter wouldn't have been reviewed.
It looks as though everybody just wants to have something to gripe about irregardless what it may be.
Now
if that is the case, there is no sense in airing all these petty gripes. But if the gripes are legitimate, somebody had
better start stepping forward and getting some organiza-

Grades seem to be one of the top considerations in the picking of this select
group of seniors and grades it seems has
knocked out a few of the top leaders on
the campus. The thing I'm getting at is,
is this fair to those men who have given
so much to student life at Clemson to cut
them out of one of the highest honors a senior can hold just because he hasn't got a
top grade point ratio?

tions and clubs back of the new ideas.
LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS

by Dick Bibler

To The Seniors

•WE HOUSEMOTHER THINKS ITS Nitf Of W BOB TOTME f» tWKT IN OUR f/*D

Oa Campus

uiih

. A part of job interviewing
that is available to the seniors
and is very seldom taken advantage of is the group meetings
held by many of the visiting
companies. At these group meetings, the interviewers try to
cover all the general points that
would be of interest to all the
students considering that company. Very often there will be
a very informative film on
either the nature of the business, the locations and plants, or
a combination of both.
In the past these meetings
have received a bad name on
the campus for various reasons,
being too long, boring and tedious, or other reasons. However,
because of the present competition for employees among the
various companies, they have

made great changes in their
hiring programs. The personnel
sent out to do the interviewing
are specially selected and often
specially trained. The material
that is present in these group
meetings is selected on the basis
of its interest and pertinence to
prospective members of the
company. Another important
factor that has improved these
group meetings is the present
system of handling all the job
interviewing through one office.
Mr. Hughes is in a position to
keep a "fair weather" eye on all
the companies that wish to have
group meetings. Mr. Hughes is
very interested in the students,
therefore you can be sure that
he is trying to expedite the
process of job interviewing as
much as possible in order to allow the students to use their

A Word To The Wise

Today's column is about Christmas gift suggestions, and I
suppose you think I'll begin by suggesting Philip Morris. Well,
the joke's on you. I'll do no such thing. Why should I? Anyone
with two brains to knock together knows that Philip Morris
makes an absolutely smashing Christmas gift. Only a poor
afflieted soul -with atrophied taste buds needs to be told about the
new Philip Morris; its bracing flavor; its freshness, lightness,
pleasantness, gentleness; its truth, its beauty, its brotherliness
in this discordant world of ours. So why should I waste time
telling you what you already know?

By Bobby Arnold, Student Chaplain"

As Christians, we all fail to glorify God
as we should simply because we lack a true
outward expression of joy. A person is
not a true Christian unless the job of his
belief in a Supreme Being and Christ can
be seen by his fellowmen throughout the
daily routine of life.
As children, we were taught: "Man's
chief end is to glorify God and enjoy Him
forever." How miserably we have failed
to abide by this law, if it be a law.

&\mAkL 7

Let us, instead, turn to less obvious gift suggestions. Here's
one I bet you never thought of:
Christmas is the best time of year, but it is also the beginning
of winter. How about a gift that reminds one that though winter
has come, spring is not far behind ? I refer, of course, to Easter
chicks. (Similarly, on Easter one can give Christmas chicks.)
Next, we take up the problem, common to all undergraduates,
of trying to buy gifts when you have no money. To this dilemma
I say-Faugh! It is not the price of the gift that counts; it is the
sentiment behind it.
Take, for example, the case of Outerbridge Sigafoos. Outerbridge, a sophomore, finding himself without funds last Christmas, gave his girl a bottle of good clear water and a nice smooth
rock, attaching this touching message to the gift:
Here's some water
And here's a rock,
I love you, daughter,
Around the dock.
And the whole delightful gift cost Outerbridge less than a
penny!
I am compelled to report, however, that Outerbridge's girl did
not receive these offerings in the spirit in which they were
tendered. In fact, she flew into a fit of pique, smashed the bottle
on the rock and stabbed Outerbridge with the jagged edge. But
the experience was not without value for Outerbridge. First, he
discovered that the girl was not his type at all. Second, he learned
how to make a tourniquet.
But I digress. Let's examine now a common complaint of
Christmas shoppers: "What do you get for someone who has
everything?"
To this I reply, "Does he?" Does he, for instance, have a
unicycle? A sled dog? A serf? A burnoose? A hairball? A bung
starter? (The bung starter, incidentally, was invented by two
enormously talented men, Fred Bung and Otho Starter. Their
partnership thrived from the very start, and there is no telling
to what heights they might have risen had they not split up
over a silly argument. It seems that Bung was a firm believer in
reincarnation; Starter was just as firm a disbeliever. Bung insisted so violently on the truth of reincarnation and Starter
scoffed so positively that they finally decided to go their separate
ways. Singly, alas, the two fared badly. Starter gave up business
altogether, joined the army, and was killed at San Juan Hill in
1898. He is today buried in Arlington National Cemetery. Bung
drifted from job to job until he died of breakbone fever in
Elizabeth, N. J., in 1902. He is today a llama in Uruguay.)
©Mix Sbulman. 1951

The makeri of Philip Morris, sponsors of this column, beg leave to
add one more gift suggestion - MAX SHULMAN'S GUIDED TOUR
OP CAMPUS HUMOR, a collection of the funniest stuff ever written
on or about campus—note on sale at your bookstore.

Let's look at the situation from this
standpoint. A fellow graduates from high
school and enters Clemson as a freshman.
This same fellow is a natural leader, hard
worker and destined to go places before he
graduates. Everything he attempts comes
out a big success. This man has gotten so
wrapped up in extra-curricular activities
that his grades aren't exactly tops. Don't
get the wrong idea, he is getting by, passing his work, and if no complications arise
will graduate on time. This fellow has
really gone all out and done a great job in
all of the top extra-curricular activities at
Clemson. Other than grades he is a top
man in the student body. BUT, he doesn't
meet the qualifications for Who's Who.

time to the best advantage.
If these job interviews can be
used for their proper purpose,
all the general facts concerning
the company, employment practices, operating procedures, and
other pertinent data will be covered in the meetings. This practice will allow the relatively
short interview periods to be
used to answer any personal
questions that the individual
may have. In this way the interviewers can handle more students and can most effectively
use the time available.
One of the bad points on these
meetings so far has been the
publicizing of them. In the future it is hoped that these meetings will be announced far
When you think of Who's Who you auenough in advance that all intomatically
think of someone who is someterested people will be able to
attend.
body—someone whom everyone knows—in

(Author of "Barefoot Boy With Cheek," tte.)

THE GIFT HORSE

Thursday, December 8, 1955

other words,—a big man on campus. This
should ,be the prevalent requirement for
making Who's Who, but the administration
seems to think different. Good grades are
important at college but they should not
be a basis for keeping top men on the cam-

pus from receiving an honor they well deserve.
—ORCHIDS TO THE TECH
STUDENT BODY
This past week-end one of the prevalent
news stories was that of the Georgia
Tech's student bodies' riots concerning •
statement made by Governor Griffin of
Georgia that Tech should not play in tht
Sugar Bowl game January 2 because tht
University of Pittsburg has a Negro on it*
football team and that there won't be any
segregation in the stands at the game.
It seems that numerous Tech' students
stormed the State House and Governor'*
mansion in Atlanta and also hanged tht
honorable man in effigy in several placet
throughout the city.
Well, it has finally been decided that
Tech will play in the game but the thing
that apalls me is the idea that this wat
brought up in the first place. It is hard to
believe that some people in our nativt
Southland are so biased in their belieft
that they should make a statement such at
this.
If this is what the leaders in our Southern states are coming to, I'm ready to movt
up North.
—SPACE FILLERS
The Canteen might start cleaning their
coffee cups a little better when somebody
finally comes down with food poisoning
from drinking out of them. No kidding,
they are repulsive.
New diet formula on the campus—depend on the dining hall for three squart
meals a day and you are bound to los«
weight.
The laundry should change the little
signs about 48 hour laundry service to 480
hour laundry service.
From what I have heard the Vets danct
up at the Clemson House last Friday night
was the greatest. That is what this campus needs—more activities such as this.
—NEXT WEEK
FRATERNITIES? HELL YES!

make us smile and could even erase the
dark effects of sin from this world and our
help would not be needed. His desire is
for us to be happy and sin free, but, truly
a good Leader, He has elected to let us use
our own initiative. Again as a good leader,
By Mack McDaniel
He, has provided us with ample instructions on joyful living. We have' the Bible Among the many bandleaders Glen Miller. The ultimate fold-Louis Armstrong's recording of
to guide us and there are modern,disciples of the past twenty years there ing of his orchestra aftei his un- "The Wiffenpoof Song" in which
to aid in interpreting God's messages to us. has appeared a brilliant clarinet- fortunate death is proof that he ridicules modern jazz is dis-

DISC-Q-PATION

ist and saxophonist who has been the greatness of a band is not graceful. If it was meant to bt
consistently known as one of the in the group itself but in the or- a joke, it was in very poor taste.
top bandleaders of the day. His ganizer.
Of course, the Pseudo jazz fan
name is Woody Herman.
Benny Goodman and Louis continues to praise Benny, Louis,
How can we glorify God if the burden
The great names during this Armstrong (among others) may Jimmy Dorsey and others and
of life forces our eutward expressions to
time have been Tommy Dorsey, be placed in a certain group. falls on his knees at the menreflect gloom? Is this gloom only an exBenny Goodman, G,len Miller, They live in the past and refuse tion of their names.
pression of a worldly, outward appearance
Artie Shaw, Louis Armstrong, to become part of the new and
Woody Herman is a fine and
Stan Kenton, Les Brown, Duke changing musical world. So sensitive musician. This is re"For this is peace,—to lose the lonely
we cannot control? If our hearts were
Ellington, Woody and his several Benny's recordings of the late flected in his playing. He has •
note of self
really happy because of something, nothing
HERDS, of course, and many 30's were great. Sure they were wonderful concept of jazz and
could conceal our joy from others. This,
In Loves celestial ordered strain:
others. Most of them have had tout they would sound ridiculous is aware of the public's response.
ups and downs. (Some mostly if they were made today. He These things have kept him at
then, leads to the conclusion that deep
And this is joy,—to find one's self
down, others up and down.) continued to play in the same the top.
down in our hearts we have failed to acagain
There are definite reasons be- rut until the people who have a
A few of these pseudo jazz
cept and realize the joy of knowing Someunderstanding of jazz lost fans have gotten on a modern
In Him whose harmonies forever float hind the success or failure of true
interest.
each.
one so loving.
kick. They go wild over BruThrough all the sphere of song; below,
On the other hand, Louis still beck and Mulligan and have a
Woody's continued success is
Glory to God because He has chosen not
above,—
due to the fact that he is a pro- has his little world of New Or- great miserable time listening to
gressive musician. When times leans jazz. Lets admit that them and not understanding a
For God is Music, even as God is Love.'
to use all of His Infinite Power. He could
change, he changes with them. Dixieland in its true traditional bit of it. They then proceed to
Compare his old recordings with form is great but Louis and his pick up bits of real gone Bop
his new ones. He is quick to kind are slowly fading away and lingo to impress other pseudo
*m' develope new and fresh ideas. are being replaced by second modern jazz fans, (crazy man . . .
The only man who could have rates. Maybe this type of music say, tha's real cool . . . What a
■ f*
possibly equalled him in keeping would attract better' musicians gone sax ride . . . Man, I dig
Here are authoritative ansa new and appealing group be- if they would make some com that . . . that konitz is the most.
Q. If a Korean veteran uses I A. No. Under the law, once
wers from the Veterans Admin- his GI training benefit, would | World War II GI term insurance fore the public was the late promises with changing times. . . . What a gasser.)
istration to questions of interest he still be entitled to use his policy is allowed to expire, it
may not be reinstated. A term)
to former servicemen and their
GI loan benefit?
families:
policy expires when you allow
A. Yes. Use of one benefit it to pass the end of its term
Q. I am planning to enroll in
without renewing it for another
a correspondence course under does not deny a veteran his right
term, or converting it.
the Korean GI Bill. Will I be to use the other.
required to fil^ a Certification
Q. I am in school under the
Veterans living in this area
of Training each month with the who wish further information Korean GI Bill. My three-year
VA, the same as veterans going about their benefits should write starting cut-off date has passed.
to school?
the VA Regional Office, 1801 As- Would I still be allowed tp
Clemson A & M"
A. No. Instead, once every sembly Street, Columbia, S. C, change my course? I never
**H% Roars For
three months the VA will send or see their County Service Of- changed courses before.
you a form to fill out. After you ficer.
Member South Carolina'Collegiate Press Association
A. You will be allowed to
complete the form, it should be
change your course after the
Q.
I
have
just
been
discharged
Member
of Intercollegiate Press and Associated Collegiate Press
mailed to your correspondence
starting deadline only if (1) you Founded by the Class of 1907 and published weekly during the school year by students of ClemsoB
school, and not the VA. Your from a VA hospital, where I have not been making satisfac- College.
school, in turn, will send it to have been for the past eight tory progress in your present
VA. You will receive your GI years. If I enroll for training course through no fault of your THE TIGER is South Carolina's oldest college newspaper. Its claim, "The South's most Interallowance every three months, under Public Law 16, will I have own or (2) the new course will esting College Newspaper," is based on circulation, comments, and general attitude of those wh#
after VA receives this form from to quit on July 25, 1956, the end be a normal progression from read it;
of the program?
the school.
Roger Yike, Editor
your present course.
Harry Ryttenburg, Exchange Editor
1
A. No. You will be permitted
Bill Hood, Business Manager
Q. In the past, VA has been
Q. I want to apply for disabilBob Johnson, Copy Editor
Dick Edgeworth, Advertising Manager
deducting my GI insurance to continue after that date. A
Sports Reporters—Jerry Ausbaad, David
Louis Jordan, Sports Editor
premiums from my monthly dis- law has extended Public Law 16 ity compensation, but I do not
Hudson, Tom Anderson
ability compensation checks. But training for up to four years past live near enough to a VA office
Charles Sanders, Managing Editor
now, my compensation has been that date, for veterans who have to pick up the right form. Could
News Reporters, Bill Hudson, Charlie Spencer
Frank Anderson, Associate Editor
reduced, so that it no longer is been unable to begin in time, be- I apply by a letter to the VA?
Advertising Staff—Skeeter Butler, Fletcher
Ted Fappas, Cliff Arbery, Co-cartoonists
a large enough amount to cover cause of their disabilities.
.Martin, Lee Rhyne, James Lea, Walter Lubkin
Bill Binniker, Circulation Manager
A. Yes. Your letter will be
my premiums. Will VA continue
Circulation Staff—Val Forgett
Q. I am a World War II vete- considered an "informal applicaits deductions, nevertheless?
ran and I have a $10,000 GI term tion" if you specifically mention
Entered as second class matter at the Post Office, Clemson, S. C.
f
A. No. Since your compensa- insurance policy that is ap- the benefit you are applying for.
Subscription Rate, $2.00.
tion has been reduced to the proaching the end of its current VA will send you' a formal apRepresented by National Advertisers Service, 420 Madison Ave., New York, N. Y.
point where it does not cover term. I would like to convert plication to be filled out. So
°«ice Phone 24T
your GI insurance premiums, the $5,000 to permanent insurance long as you return it within one Box 3567, Clemson, S. C.
Facult
deduction plan will have to come and drop the other $5,000. If, at year, the effective date of your John D. Lane
y Advlsef V ■ I
—— Clemson News Bureau
to an end. You will be required a later date, I want to pick up application will be the date of John W. Califf
AtWetlc
to pay insurance premiums the insurance I drop, will I be your letter, rather than the date Bob Bradley
—
™ha*
of the form itself.
,, able to do so?
jourseli.

Although the physical world changes
and the fleeting moments erase the joys
it provides in a physical sense, the guide
for true happiness remains steady throughout eternity.

Veteran's Corner

The
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Policies Governing the Use of Club Rooms
1. The activities of the club rooms which are used by student organizations are under the jurisdiction of the Director of the Student Center and the faculty advisors of
the clubs.
,
According to Mrs. Frank Bal2. Club rooms are to be kept clean and in order at all
lentine, President of the Fort
times.
Coach "Rock" Norman's po- Hill Gadren Club, plans for the
3, Club meetings or meetings of officers of the club, are to tent freshman basketball squad "Holiday House" are already
journeys to Asheville, N. C, Sat- completed. This year the club
be held at such times as are necessary.
urday to encounter Asheville4. The club President or such other person as may be des- Biltmore
will decorate the, home of Mr.
Junior College in a conignated may have a key to the club room. Extra keys test slated to commence at 8:00 and Mrs. E. O. DeFore, 220 Riggs
will not be made except by designation of the Director of p. m. The North Carolinians are Drive. The spacious DeFore
the Student Center and each person who receives a key one of the kingpins in the rugged home will be open to the pubWestern Carolina Junior College lic on Monday and Tuesday afmust sign for it and be responsible for its use.
Conference and the game prom- ternoons, December 12th ana
5. Social affairs will not be held in club rooms with ises to be a thriller.
13th, from 3:30 to 5:30. There is
The frosh have been working no admission charge.
men and women attending unless the faculty advisor
since November 8, and
The "Holiday House" is an
of the club or some other college staff person is pres- out
should be in top condition for annual affair in Clemson and
ent
the opener. Although a first one which is anticipated each
6. Violation of these policies will be sufficient grounds for team has not been officially an- year as one of the outstanding
nounced, the starting outfit will events of the pre-Christmas seathe forfeiture of the use of the club room.
probably come from the follow- son. The Yuletide decorations
ing boys: Doug Hoffman, Fred being used this year will feature
Meeting Rooms
1. Meeting rooms at the student center may be scheduled DeBerry, Robert Lindsay, Johnny a variety of ideas ranging from
Wells, Larry Dunn, Tony Helton,
at the Student Affairs office or by the hostess in the Stu- Bo Rhodes, "Coo-Coo" Parnell, traditional informal 'decorations
to the more formal modern ones.
dent Lounge. Rooms at the Y. M. C. A., including the Y Nick Carter, and Malcolm Ale- Although the "Holiday House"
wine.
First
line
reserves
incabin, may be scheduled at the Y office.
is open to the public, the Fort
clude Buck Grover, Doug Daig2. Rooms will be scheduled for specific hours so that all neault, Holmes Garrett, Ken Hill Garden Club would like to
issue a special invitation to all
groups will have an opportunity to use them.
Rogers, Tom Anderson, Mike women affiliated with the colDuke,
Junius
Smith,
Dick
Hol3. The Student Lounge, the Y. M. C. A. lobby and Y Club
lege, to all wives whose husRon Godshall, Wilbur bands are associated with the
rooms No. 1 and No. 2 are comparable to the living room of stein,
Simmons, Neal, Ted Moseley, college, and to the wives of all
a home. Therefore, please observe the following:
Pridmore, and Jack Rogers.
college students.
The Cubs will be out to equal
a. Keep your shoes on and shirt tails in.
the fabulous record that the
FOUND: Roll of five-dollar
b. Re&d, play games, watch television or relax, but highly
successful yearling bas- bills.
Will the owner please
don't stretch out and sleep on the chairs.
keteers of last season establish- form a line at the north entrance
c Refrain from taking soft drinks or coffee into these ed.
to administration building.
Besides the tilt Saturday night,
areas where rags are on the floor,
the Baby Bengals take on two
d. Be careful to use ash trays and put cigarette butts other highly rated quintets Cramming
in ash trays or waste basket after the fire is extin- prior to the Christmas holidays.
for Exams?
The frosh entertain Brevard
guished.
College Tuesday, December 13,
4. If extra chairs are needed by your group arrange for in a preliminary to the NC Statethem ahead of time.
Clemson varsity contest, and
5. When you finish your meeting see that the room is left play host to the rangy North
Junior College hoopin order and clear the room in case another meeting is Greenville
sters on Friday, December 16.
scheduled.
6 Put papers and magazines on "tables when not in use.
TB Drive Starts
7 Be courteous and considerate of all who use these areas, The annual Tuberculosis Seal
especially all visitors.
Sale is the only fund-raising

Frosh Open Slate Plans For Holiday
Against Asheville- House Completed
Biltmore Saturday

that he (Oscar) hears that
William (the one from Sumter)
Dunn really is snowed. It must
be due to the abundance of
"smoky mouth".

that he (Oscar) would like
to be going to Winthrop this
week-end to hear Buddy Morrow, but he (Oscar) can't get a
girl to ask him.

—OSCAtt SAYS—

—OSCAR SAYS—

that he (Oscar) hears that the
that he (Oscar)) will be glad
When Bill (the Rock Hill tenor) Christmas cards have begun
Neely grows up, if that's pos- pouaing in. Just ask Bill (AA)
Voight and Lance (Slouch) Wilsible.
liams.
—OSCAR SAYS—

—OSCAR SAYS—

that he (Oscar) wonders when
Rachel Cole will get smart.

that the Goon Platoon must
have really impressed the people in Spartanburg. He (O)
—OSCAR SAYS—
hears that they were greeted
that "Bowl" material must be with rocks.
getting scarce. They really had
—OSCAR SAYS—
to scrape bottom to get B. C.
Inabinet.
that he (O) has heard that
the girls at Columbia College
—OSCAR SAYS—
are just crying for Wes (Our
that the orchid of the week Hero) Summers to come to see
goes to Charlie Bussey and Joel them.
Wells. You boys deserve the
—OSCAR SAYS—
title of captains.
that Dickie
(Mr. Cockey)
—OSCAR SAYS—
Yeary is doing his best to put
that he (Oscar) recognized one on a good show. Give up
of the pictures in Sunday's State shrimp, all of us know you'll
x paper as being the girl Dogan never be anything.
(Nothing) Wilson had up for
—OSCAR SAYS—
Homecoming. "Nothing's" name
that
he
(Oscar) is a little diswasn't mentioned in the enappointed with our basketball
gagement notice.
team, but he (Oscar) thinks
—OSCAR SAYS—
they will start rolling before
that "Clod" Johnson is trying long.
to stay out of this column. He
(Clod) was even seen without
a tie one day. You might as
well face it "Share-Cropper,"
you're the best material he (Oscar had all year.
—OSCAR SAYS-^

NOTICE!
Delta Sigma Nu will sponsor a film Tuesday night, December 13.
Dr. Knisley will be the
speaker.

that Sam (Bill's Brother) Key
Is the closest thing to nothing he
It happened in the chemistry
(Oscar) has ever seen.
class.
"What's the most important
—OSCAR 8AYS—
thing about nitrates?" asked the
that Lea (Barrel Billy) Salter professor.
"They are cheaper than day
is still impressing. When are
you going to get smart "Big rates," came an answer from
the back of the room.
Deal".
—OSCAR SAYS—

that Eddie (Mop Head) Andrews has been all blue since
football season ended.
Cheer
up "Red on the head" there must
be something you can do like
collect trash.

"Stupid girls count on their
fingers," said' the pretty co-ed,
"but smart girls count on their
legs." In other words, a pretty
face may be the girl's fortune,
but it's her legs that draw interest.

Fight "Book Fatigue" Safely

Interview Schedule
Prospective 1956 graduates are
reminded that company literature is available in the Faculty
Lounge two weeks before representatives visit the campus to
interview interested students.
When personal appointments are
scheduled in the Placement Office, interview or application
forms (when required) are provided.
Each interview should
be carefully* arranged, and
promptly kept. Exact location of
company representatives conducting interviews in the Student Center is posted outside the
Faculty Lounge on the date of
the visit.

Prof: "Will you men stop exchanging notes in the back of
that Buddy Parker is getting the room?"
Following is the list of Comscared. It seems as if Converse
Student: "Them ain't notes, pany Interviews for the week
and Gulf Park have abole the them's cards. We're playing ending Dec. 17, 1955;
same holidays.
Monday, December 12:
bridge."
Prof:
"Beg
your
pardon."
—OSCAE SAYS—
DuPont Corporation, Wilmington, Delaware—1956 grads in
that Alan (The Silent One)
A college student is one who Chem., Engr., Phys., and Text..
Mason and Bill (Sawed-off) enters his alma mater dressed
Cooper have >>een burning up in green and emerges as a senSwift & Co., Plant Food Dithe road to the zoo. You'l bet- ior dressed in black. The inter- vision, Columbia, S. C-—Pref.
ter watch your step boys, or they mediate process of decay is Jan. Grads., esp, Agr., Ent„ and
will put you in a cage, too.
Hort.
known as college education.
—OSCAR SAYS—

LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS

by Oick Bibler

campaign made during the year.
Gen. Chem. Div., Allied Chem. Funds are used for an educaand Dye Corp., New York—1956 tional campaign against tubercu- Your doctor will tell you—a
Chem, Engr, Ag. SC, also A & S. losis in Pickens and Oconee NoDoz Awakener is safe as an
counties by stimulating and pro- average cup of hot, black cofFriday, December 16:
moting the work in every field fee. Take a NoDoz Awakener
which concerns the prevention when you cram for that exam
'U. S. Coastand Geodetic Surand eradication of the\ disease.
or when mid-afternoon
vey—1956 CE grads, also, EE &
The spread of tuberculosis can be brings on those "3 o'clock cobother Engr.
compared.to a chain, for every- webs." You'll find NoDoz gives
Poinsett Lumber & Mfg. Co. one who has tuberculosis got it you a lift without a letdown...
(Singer) Pickens, S. C—1956 from someone else who has it.
Dr. R. F. Poole is serving as a helps you snap back to normal
Chem., Engr., all grads for Prod.
Director
of the State Tubercu- and fight fatigue safely!
Tug.
losis Association. The 1955 TB
large economy size
(for Greek Row and
The following companies will Seal Sale chairman at Clemson 35 tablets
Dorms) 60 tablets—
interview on campus in January: is Dick Plyler.
Southern Bell (for Bell System),
U. S. Patent Office, U.-S. D. A.
Prof: "This liquid turns blue
Soil Conservation Service, Term. if your unknown is basic, and
Valley Authority, Sperry Gyro- it turns red if unknown is
AWHKENERS
scope, D. S. D. A. Rural Elec- acid."
trification Administration, BenCH E. "Sorry, but I'm color
SAFE AS COFFEE
dix (Pioneer Division), Bethle- blind. Have you anything with
a
bell
on
it?"
hem Steel, Tenn/ Coal and Iron,
Pratt and Whitney, American
.AS".(
M -A.
Viscose, City of Cincinnati Engr.
Dept., McDonnell Aircraft, Glace
and Glace Associates (EngineersArchitects), Kendall Mills, Avondale Mills, U. S. Navy Ordnance
"*;-A=i=A;:::^::^::;=;:>>:>:: :;:> i:*^:1:->I;:" r-=::: >>:: ::::s:-A^:i:ETi=:j:;::i=:;:E
Dept., Proctor
and
Gamble
(Buckeye Cotton Oil), Chicopee
Manufacturing Co.

Virginia Highway Dept.—Jan.
grads in CE.
Riegel Textile
Corporation
group meeting — all interested
students invited.
Wednesday, December 14:

35<

NODOZ

It started so
innocently
at the beach ...

Farm Implements . - Sporting Goods
"Serving This Section Since 1895"

J.E.SIRRINECO.JNC.
—ENGINEERSGREENVILLE,

SOUTH CAROLINA

MYSTERY OF EASTER ISLAND. On a remote Pacific
isle stand giant, stone-age statues—some weighing
30 tons. Who carved them? How did they get there?
Story of oneof the world's most baffling mysteries.
REDISCOVERING AMERICA. Arealsupermarket,Negro
major-league ball players, luxury motels, "do-ityourself" servantless homes—Paul Gallico tells the
amazing revolution that greets an American returning to his country after 15 years abroad.

Get December Reader's Digest
at your newsstand today-only 254>
38 articles of lasting interest, including the best from leading
magazines and current books, condensed to save your time.

m

WHAT'S
THIS?
For solution, see
paragraph below.

M-6-M presents

TRIAL
Tense! Timely! Thrilling!
jfcgffe |j

HERE'S A DROODLE THAT PAfcKS A PUNCH. It's titled:

Lucky smoke rings blown by prizefighter with tooth missing. It packs a moral, too: Why knock yourself out looking
for a better-tasting cigarette when'all you have to do is
light up a Lucky? Luckies taste better, first, because
Lucky Strike means fine tobacco. Then, that tobacco is
TOASTED to taste better. So fight up a Lucky. It's the
winner—and still champion—for better taste!
DROODLES, Copyright 1953 by Roger Price

.. GLENN FORD
:0THY McGUIRE

U. S. Bureau of Public Roads,
Columbia, S. C—Jr. & Sr. CE
for Engr. Tng. Program.

■fj^

"AKIHUR K£HHHrr-JHBI HOOUK
Kff IIMIO ...iM tuns
IDAHO HERNANDEZ • An

M-S-M

picture

The star oi "Blackboard Jungle''
in another Roek-and-Shoek drama!

NARROW ESCAPE
FROM ANGRY BULL

SIGNATURE STAMP
FOR ILLITERATE

Janice Ruth Ferris
Northern Illinois State

Glenn Crawford
Emory

PARTY - . PARTY - - PARTY

i
i
i
i
i
i

AT

THE MEADOWBROOK
Music by The Dorsey Brothers
NO COVER - - NO MINIMUM
SEE DON ALLAIRE--A-618

Norman Gerber
C.C.N.Y.

• Luckies lead all other brands, regular or king
size, among 36,075 college students questioned
coast to coast. The number-one reason: Luckies
taste better.

v..

JIGSAW OF FUJIYAMA
(PIECE MISSING)

Tuesday, Dec. 27th

ALPHABET SOUP
IN A GREEK RESTAURANT

| COLLEGE SMOKERS PREFER LUCKIES!

For All Northern Students
ANDERSON, S. C.

HOW TO WRITE FASTER. Want to double your writing
speed in a short time? Here's an easy system of
word abbreviation that can help you make full, legible notes in classrooms, at lectures; take messages
over the phone—may even help you land a job.

THE STORY OF A
TEEN-AGE MURDER!

American Blower Corporation,
Detroit, Michigan—1956 Engrs
for Res., Purch. and Sales,

SULLIVAN HARDWARE CO.

CONDENSATION FROM THE $4.50 BOOK: "THE
MIRACLE OF LOURDESV' The cures at this
Catholic shrine—cures of the hopelessly sick and "
crippled—have stirred controversy for years. Now
a Protestant (|fho lived in this French town, questioned doctors, nurses and patients) verifies fact»
about Lourdes and its miracles.

ANDERSON, S. C.
Opens Lot* Show Dee. 10 and
Monday thru Saturday,
N*v. 12-17

Sim Chemical Corporation—
1956 January and June grads
Chem., and Text.—S. C. Sales
Rep.
U. S. Bureau of Public Roads
Group Meeting—Jr. & Sr. CE,
other interested students.
Thursday, December 15:

The Talk-A-Rodio Company has an opening
for a sales representative in the Clemson area, to
include Oconee and Pickens counties. A student
who is willing to work in his spare time can easily
pay his college expenses. For further informattion, go by the Placement Office or contact Mr.
Lee R. Bass, Box 3683, Greenville, S. C. (Phone
3-5180).

In December Reader's
Digest don't miss:

OSTEEN

Riegel Textile Corporation,
Trion, Ga., and Ware Shoals, S.
C—all 1956 grads for Prod, and
Sales.

Two little girls were busy discussing their families.
"Why does your grandmother
read the Bible so much?" asked
one.
"T think," said the other little
girl, "that she's cramming for
her finals."

Ogden Reid, President and Editor. New York Herald Tribune, IRC

HI! JOIN ME FOR MUCKY DR00DIE?

DuPont Cprporation, Wilmington, Delaware — 1956 grads in
Chem., Engr., Phys., and Text.

*m, WUVAR.'-JVF POUNP ANOTHER SKCMSN-"

"The Reader's Digest publishes controversial and important articles, regardless of the pressures that may prevail.
This is a valid reason for the respect with which Th*
Reader's Digest is read by millions Hie myself, not only
in the United States but throughout the free world."

s

Tuesday, December 13:
DuPont Corporation, Wilmington, Delaware—1956 grads in
Chem., Engr., Phys., and Text.

Why the editor
of a great newspaper
reads The Reader's Digest

•CIGARETTE S'l
———

i

i

i

r

i-___i___-^

Robert Bardole
, U. of Florida

LUCKIES TASTE BSffER- Cleaner, Fresher, Smoother
6A.T.C*

PRODUCT OF

AMERICA'S LEAD1NO MANUFACTURES OF CIGARETTES

POUR
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Tigers Lose Opening Games To Duke; UNC.
Swimmers Drop Eastern
Carolina; Records Set
Last Saturday afternoon the Clemson College 1955-56
swimming team opened their season against the Eastern
Carolina swimmers in a meet which held two recordbreaking events. In the hot contest held in the small pool
in the YMCA building, both the state and school records
were broken by Clemson swimmers.

By Louis Jordan
WHAT HAPPENED?
Almost everyone has been asking what happened to the
Dick Carter, from "Savannah,
basketball team that was supposed to be so improved this
Ga., beat his old record in the
year. This,is a hard question to answer in so much as
200 yard backstroke event by a
few seconds as he crossed the
their showing against both Duke and the University of
finish line with a fine 2:25.7
North Carolina does not indicate that they don't have a
minutes. His old record, which
good basketball team, but rather their opponents were
he set last year, was 2:34.7.
very good.
Iil the 300 yard relay,'three
For years, both teams have been tops in the conference
fine swimmers brought glory to
their team by setting a new recon the hardwood. No doubt Clemson lost because they
ord of 3:14.8. Hugh Dowdle,
didn't have the power, but surely they cannot be criticized
Louis Ackerman and Wes Milfor losing to these two teams.
■
lard are the three individuals
who hold the honors.
BETTER DAYS
The entire meet was an excitAlthough the Tigers did drop their first two games of
ing event which found the Tigers
the season, there are certainly better days ahead. ToThese five men will probably form the start- halla, Tom Cameron of Jersey City, N. J., Ed faced with a much stronger team
night the Tigers are playing another strong quintet but ing
quintet for the Clemson Tigers as they go Brinkley of Asheville, N. C, Gene Seay of than they had expected. Many
their chances of winning against the University of Geor- through an 18-game schedule, plus four tourna- Greenville, and Vince Yockel of Jersey City, of the smaller colleges are realments on the basketball court this season. Read- N. J.—(Clemson Sports photo).
izing that they could not possibly
gia down at Athens are very good.
ing, left to right, are Bill Yarborough of Walcompete with the major schools
Bill Yarborough has proven that he has still got the abilin such sports as baseball and
football so they have begun to
ity to hit the hoop as he dropped 24 points against Duke.
build better swimming teams as
Although this is not as well as he has done, the season
well as other minor sports.
is very young and he will be on the go to make up for his
The Eastern Carolina team
very bad night against North Carolina.
was not too much competition
There will be lots of practice in the gymnasium for the
last year for the Tiger team and
most of the boys that swam for
coming weeks and the Tigers will be ready to head into
Clemson last ■ year made statetheir season of tournaments and engagements over the
The Clemson Tigers opened their season of basketball
ments which indicated that they
eastern part of the nation.
last Friday night against the Duke Blue Devils in Dur- Gene Seay led the Tigers with were surprised. Coach Carl Mc
13 points. Ed Brinkley tallied Hugh said, "That was the most
GOOD ENTERTAINMENT
ham, N. C. From there they journeyed to Chapel Hill for
11, and Tom Cameron dropThe basketball game that will be held in the field house where they meet the Tarheels of the University of North ped in 10 for Clemson. Cameron improved team that I have ever
seen."
next Tuesday will be as good entertainment as one could Carolina.
was hurt in the middle of the
second half and lowered Clem- .AH of the Clemson team did
ask for. Clemson will meet the North Carolina State Wolf The Tigers showed well in both clemson
well in their categories with
G F P T son's effectiveness.
( Clemson
Pack in a game that promises to be a thriller. Of course, the games even though they lost Yockel, f
Clemson taking first places in
2 2-4 5 6
Star forward Lennie Rosenat N. C. State there has always been more emphasis put to both teams in Conference Brinkley, f
1 4-4 1 6 bluth, who played less than two- nine out of the ten events. The
3 3-4 3 9 thirds of the game, led the scor- only event that the Tigers lost
on basketball than any other sport, or it seems that way battles. Before the near capac- Smith, f
ity crowd in Durham there was a Stone, f
1 0-0 2 2 ing with 21 points. He was fol- was the 200 yard breast stroke.
because they wind up in the Conference finals. Even so, near reproduction of last year's Seay, c
1 2-4 4 4 lowed by two sophomore teamThis coming Saturday the
0 2-4 0 2 mates, Pete Brennan, who col- swimming team will take on the
the Tigers will be ready.
battle between the two teams. Riser, c
3 2-5 3 8 lected 16, and Joe Quigg, who University of Georgia Bulldogs.
Students are admitted to the basketball game on their Four thousand fans crowded tne Cameron, g
8 8-13 4 24
doors to see this game as the Blue Yarborough, g
The Bulldogs are the present
wound up with 15.
identification cards and there are enough seats to go Devils finally won the game 97- Holzschuh, g
0 0-0 0 0
Champions on the Southeastern
The
tilt
with
North
Carolina
around. The coaches and players are all hoping that the 63.
0 2-2 2
Morgan, g
was the second one of the season Conference and are very strong.
Even though they lost some of
students will take a greater interest in basketball this year In the second game of the sea19 25-30 24 63 for the Tigers. Clemson has not their key men to graduation,
Totals
played
a
home
game
yet
as
both
so that in the future there may be more funds appropriat- son for the Tigers, Bill Yarbor- Duke
G F P T
ough was off from his usual scorthey have some very good sophoed for this wonderful sport here on the Clemson campus. ing ability which hurt the Tig- Mayer, f
11 2-5 3 24 the Duke and North Carolina mores and juniors.
games
were
road
trips.
The
Tig4
3-6
2
11
ers greatly. The University of Lakata, f
SWIMMERS SWAM
0 1-3 2 1 er's first home game will be De- " The members of the Clemson
Cashman, f
The Tiger tanksters got off to a glorious start against North Carolina, overriding the Newcome, f
2 0-0 2 4 cember 13. with N. C. State and team feel that if they can beat
Tigers all the way after an early
the Western Carolina College swimmers. They are ap- lead, saw nothing but victory as RosenthiErl, f
1 1-3 1 3 on the 16th of December Clem- the Georgians then they will be
on the road for another tremen0 0-0 1 0 son will play host to Virginia.
parently headed for another good season this year with they caught the Bengals off bal- Bryson, f
dous season. Last season was
2 5-6 1 9
Morgan, c
ance,
in
the
Conference
suprethe taste of a string of victories from last season still
She: Would you like to see the best in several years and the
1 0-0 1 2
Buhcwsky, c
macy contest.
6 3-3 4 15 where I was operated on for ap- present team is seeking to break
fresh.
Belmont, g
Duke, behind 4-5 in the early
all records set by previous Clem5 2-5 4 12 pendicitis,
This week they are to meet the Southeastern Confer- stages of the game, turned loose Kalbfus, g
son Swimmers.
He: No. I hate hospitals.
7 2-6 3 16
Harris, g
ence champions in Athens, Ga. Last year the University its famed racehorse offense to
of Georgia swimming team beat out their opponents in coop the game over Clemson.
39 19-37 26 97
Totals
Conference playoffs to get this title and they are rumored Clemson's varsity basketeers UNC GAME
were led by their high scoring
to be very strong again this year. If the Tigers can beat ace, Bill Yarborough, who tal- North Carolina defeated the
Clemson Tiger's basketball team
lied for 24 points.
the Bulldogs, then their season is sure to be a big one.
73-58 last Saturday at Chapel
Coach McHugh has done a wonderful job with the in- Tommy Smith, Clemson's six- Hill. The Tar Heels, who opforward, and transfer guard ened their Atlantic Coast Conferadequate facilities he has had to work with. He should four
Tom Cameron, trailed Yarbor- ence campaign, grabbed an earbe commended for his season last year and for the many ough in the scoring department ly lead and stayed ahead
with 9 and 8 points respective- throughout the remainder of the
good teams he has put into the water.
game.
Maybe there will be a time in the future that Coach Mc- ly.
A near capacity crowd of 4,Mayer, Duke's ' brilliant forHugh can invite teams to visit the Clemson swimming ward, paced the winners with 24 500 saw both teams play outpool and feel that he can be proud of it. At present, there points. Belniont and Harris, standing basketball, although
is hardly room in our pool for a goldfish, much less a Duke's guards, were runner-ups the Tigers were off their markswith 15 and 16 points respec- manship, hitting only 20 per
swimming team.
cent of their shots from the floor.
tively.

Joe College decided to reform.
He'cut out smoking the first
week. The second week he"ut
out drinking. He cut out w0i..jri
the third. The fourth week ht
cut out paper dolls.

Basketeers Hit Strong
North Carolina Team

y/RAPP£D

Cross-Country
Team Ends Year
The Clemson cross - country
track team has finished its season with some impressive victories to its credit. The boys
have done well in their campaign for conference honors with
a 3-1 record to their credit.
Coach "Rock" Norman is proud
of their victories despite the fact
that they had only four meets
for the season.
In the conference meet the
Clemson team would have placed
fifth if the officials had recorded the scores. As was only individual records were kept,
Clemson had Al Dickens, an
agricultural engineering major
from Marion, placing seventeenth in the conference battles.
The Atlantic Coast Conference
has some of the best cross-country miners in the nation. Clemson has begun to climb in their
race for conference honors and
will have another tough schedule next year.
Coach Norman will have most
of his present team back next
season and will be looking for
some good freshmen to take the
places of those lost.

.

L C. Martin Drug Co.
Sodas - Stationery - Pennants
CLEMSON.S. C.

Clemson Book Store
i

See Paul Harrison
For Monogramming Slide Rules, Note Books,
and Leather Goods Every Tuesday
in Book Store
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SMART MOTHERS
GROOM HAIR AND
REMOVE LOOSE
DANDRUFF WITH
WILDROOT CREAMOIL, CHARLIE.'.'-

BUT
THAT'D

BE

1

ILLEGAL-

HIS NAME'S
SHERWIN.'.'

Yardley brings you
a super-wetting Shaving FoamLondon style
Are you looking for a finer pressure shave? This distinguished
product—conceived in England and made in America—ha»
a new super-wetting action which wilts the beard in a trice.
The foam washes ofi the face instantly (or rub it in!) and
leaves a most refreshing after-feeling. Normal shaving time
is cut by half. At your campus store, $1. Makers and distributors for U.S.A., Yardley of London, Inc., New York.
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